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Of Mice and Metadata–
Ethics, Client Confidentiality, and the
Duty of Competence in the Digital Age
Bernard E. (“Barney”) Jones
1.

I.
INTRODUCTION; SCOPE OF
PRESENTATION

IT’S OK TO COMMUNICATE CCI VIA THE
INTERNET IF YOU’RE REASONABLY
CAREFUL

Cooked down to its fundamental conclusion ABA
Op. 477R simply says: “Be reasonable.” It happens to
say so in the context of electronic communication of
CCI but it makes it clear that the conceptual conclusions
it reaches are no different than those applicable to
regular mail, telephone conversations and all other
forms of communication involving CCI. And, as is the
case with all rules based on a reasonableness standard,
the opinion is light on specifics and safe harbors and
can leave the reader feeling ill at ease, compelled yet
again to follow a rule that is official and important yet
rarely objective.

This paper is a focused study of the electronic
communication of confidential client information,
including privileged information (collectively, “CCI”).
Specifically, it concentrates on two recent ethics
opinions, one ABA opinion and one Texas opinion, and
the intersection of ethics and technology that they
address. It begins with an analysis of the ethics
opinions. It follows with a discussion of the technology
of electronic communications and recommended “best
practices” for protecting CCI contained in digital
communications.

I am, however, unable to fault the opinion for its
almost complete subjectivity because I agree with the
authors’ [implicit] view that, when dealing with the
internet and computer technology, most black and white
objective rules would likely be obsolete almost as soon
as written.

II.
THE RULES

a.

A. ABA Formal Opinion 477R

Electronic Communication of CCI is OK

However self-evident it may be, the opinion’s
threshold conclusion is too important not to mention:
Lawyers are authorized to use the Internet and other
electronic means for communicating with and about
their clients: Thus, it is OK to email, to text, to use
online file sharing – that is, it can be.

Issued May 11, 2017 (revised May 22, 2017) by the
ABA Commission on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility (the “ABA Ethics Commission”), ABA
Formal Opinion 477R (“ABA Op. 477R”) concludes as
follows:
A lawyer generally may transmit information
relating to the representation of a client over the
internet without violating the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct where the lawyer has
undertaken reasonable efforts to prevent
inadvertent or unauthorized access. However,
a lawyer may be required to take special
security precautions to protect against the
inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of client
information when required by an agreement
with the client or by law, or when the nature of
the information requires a higher degree of
security.

b.

“Reasonable Efforts” to Protect CCI Are
Always Required

“The Model Rules do not impose greater or different
duties of confidentiality based upon the method by
which a lawyer communicates . . ..” (ABA Op. 477R,

part I, p. 2) Thus, the lawyer’s duty of confidentiality
regarding electronic communications is the same as that
regarding non-electronic communications: In all
communications by any means the lawyer must always
take “reasonable efforts to prevent inadvertent or
unauthorized access.” Owing to the inherent
differences between various forms of communication,
the particular efforts to prevent inadvertent disclosure
of, e.g., regular mail and email, are, of course,
completely different. But both are judged by the same
standard of reasonableness.

(ABA Op. 477R, part V, p. 11, emphasis added). The
opinion is well written and, in my view, required
reading for all attorneys and paralegals. The opinion’s
actual conclusions – the rules it says we should follow –
are not particularly striking. The foundations of the
opinion are provocative.
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c.

(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 4, quoting from JILL D.
RHODES & VINCENT I. POLLEY, THE ABA
CYBERSECURITY HANDBOOK: A RESOURCE FOR
ATTORNEYS, LAW FIRMS, AND BUSINESS
PROFESSIONALS 7 (2013), at 48-49)

Generally, “Reasonable Efforts” to Protect
CCI Are All That’s Required

Observing that the internet is rife with “nefarious
actors” (Id.), the opinion recognizes what I consider to
be a fundamental truth, that the question is not “if” but
“when” hacking and data loss will occur. It follows that
no lawyer (nor any other person) can fairly be held
accountable as a guarantor of confidentiality, and the
opinion makes this point clear. (See also Texas
Professional Ethics Committee Opinion 648, April
2015, “the risk an unauthorized person will gain access

e.

From the literal wording of the opinion’s summary
(quoted above) one might infer that it proscribes two
rules for the protection of CCI: (1) Reasonable efforts
are required in ordinary situations but (2) “special
security precautions” are required in extraordinary
situations. From the entirety of the opinion it seems
clear that the authors’ embrace a single “reasonable
efforts” rule under which nominal efforts are sometimes
reasonable and, other times, the only reasonable course
is to employ extreme efforts.

to confidential information is inherent in the delivery of
any written communication including delivery by the
U.S. Postal Service, a private mail service, a courier, or
facsimile”, emphasis added)

The opinion notes that Model Rule 1.6(a) requires
that “[a] lawyer shall not reveal information relating to
the representation of a client” unless certain
circumstances arise; and that Model Rule 1.6(c)
requires that “[a] lawyer shall make reasonable efforts
to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of,
or unauthorized access to, information relating to the
representation of a client.” (MODEL RULES OF PROF’L
CONDUCT R. 1.6(a), (c) (2016)). Then the opinion
expressly states:

Thus, it seems to me obvious that if special security
precautions are “required by an agreement with the
client or by law” or “the nature of the information
requires a higher degree of security”, it would be
patently unreasonable to employ only nominal
precautions.

f.

The unauthorized access to, or the inadvertent
or unauthorized disclosure of, information
relating to the representation of a client does
not constitute a violation of paragraph (c) if the
lawyer has made reasonable efforts to prevent
the access or disclosure.

Factors Relevant to the Reasonable Efforts
Determination

The opinion provides the following nonexclusive list
of factors to guide lawyers in making a “reasonable
efforts” determination (ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 4,
again quoting from MODEL RULES OF PROF’L
CONDUCT R. 1.6 cmt. [18] (2016)):

(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 4, quoting from MODEL
RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.6 cmt. [18] (2016))

d.

“Reasonable Efforts” Means “Extraordinary
Efforts” in Certain Cases

• the sensitivity of the information,
• the likelihood of disclosure if additional
safeguards are not employed,

What Constitutes “Reasonable Efforts”
Depends on the Circumstances

• the cost of employing additional safeguards,

The duty of care being a reasonableness standard,
not an objective rule, the opinion expressly refuses to
provide a “hard and fast rule” for what constitutes
reasonable efforts. Instead, adopting language from the
ABA Cybersecurity Handbook, the opinion concludes
as follows:

• the difficulty of implementing the safeguards, and
• the extent to which the safeguards adversely
affect the lawyer’s ability to represent clients
(e.g., by making a device or important piece of
software excessively difficult to use).

[The reasonable efforts standard] rejects
requirements for specific security measures
(such as firewalls, passwords, and the like) and
instead adopts a fact-specific approach to
business security obligations that requires a
“process” to assess risks, identify and
implement appropriate security measures
responsive to those risks, verify that they are
effectively implemented, and ensure that they
are continually updated in response to new
developments.

The first two factors impose the duty: The existence
of information that is sensitive and at risk of being
disclosed gives rise to a duty to take efforts to prevent
its disclosure.
The remaining three factors temper the duty. They
supply the provisos, the exceptions that soften what
would otherwise be an almost absolute duty. They
confirm that only reasonable efforts are required.
Efforts that could virtually guaranty protection from
disclosure but that would be excessively expensive,
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difficult or cumbersome to implement are not required
by ABA Opinion 477R.

• A desktop PC or file server at your office or at
your home.

g.

• Your portable laptop or tablet PC.

Seven Suggested Steps to Determine What
Efforts are Reasonable

• A removable USB drive, flash drive or CD ROM
drive.

The opinion suggests that the reader consider seven
possible steps in the process of what constitutes
reasonable efforts to protect CCI in any given situation.
(These seven steps are listed in (ABA Op. 477R, part
III, p. 6-10.)

• Your cell phone, your iwatch or other handheld
device.
• The Bluetooth phone system in your car and
every other car with which your cell phone has
ever been synced, and every spouse’s, child’s or
other person’s cell phone that has ever been
synced with your car.

(1) Understand the Nature of the Threat
The nature of the threat (i.e., the level of the risk)
depends on
• the sensitivity of the CCI (proprietary or highly
personal, potentially embarrassing information is
more sensitive than ordinary information) and

• a virtual server, an online backup server, a
sharefile, dropbox or other file sharing server, a
Gmail account or other webmail account, or other
“cloud” location.

• the likelihood of a possible cyber intrusion.
For example, a list of local charities and the
moderate cash bequests each is to receive from your
client, a middle class widow, would constitute low risk
CCI.

• A prior (no longer used) version of any of the
above that wasn’t effectively erased. (“In the
electronic world, ‘delete’ usually does not mean
information is permanently deleted, and ‘deleted’
data may be subject to recovery.” ABA Op.

By contrast, a list of actors and actresses with whom
your client, a married, highly controversial politician,
has had affairs, and the agreed cash payments each is to
receive after your client’s death, would constitute high
risk CCI.

477R, part III, p. 7)
• Although not addressed in the opinion, it’s
essential to understand that information residing
in the above physical devices can be in many
different formats and, especially in the case of
actual computers, multiple or redundant
locations:

The point is: There is no single right solution; the
appropriate solution depends entirely on the
circumstances.

• Fully editable, fully searchable, fully viewable
document text in an email or in a Word,
Excel, WordPerfect, or other “document” file.

(2) Understand How Client Confidential
Information is Transmitted and Where It Is
Stored
This “step” compels us to conquer one of the most
pernicious aspects of CCI in the digital age: We’re
expected to know where it resides, how it can be
accessed, and how it can be transmitted. The opinion
states:

• Semi-editable, fully searchable, fully
viewable text in a PDF (Adobe) file (typically
created from one of the above by “printing to
PDF” or using a “Create PDF” option).
• Non-editable, non-searchable, fully viewable
graphic files, including scans, electronic faxes
and other non-searchable images, in one of
several possible formats (JPEG, PNG, BMP,
TIF, GIF, & PDF).

A lawyer should understand how their firm’s
electronic communications are created, where
client data resides, and what avenues exist to
access that information. . . . Every access point
is a potential entry point for a data loss or
disclosure . . . Each access point, and each
device, should be evaluated for security
compliance.

• Note that Word, Excel, Adobe and most
email files can contain both searchable text
and non-searchable graphics together in
the same file.

Based on today’s technology, your electronic CCI
could reside in several, perhaps all, of the following
devices:

• Semi-editable, fully searchable, fully
viewable zip files (folders) containing any one
or more of the above.
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• Semi-editable, mostly-searchable, generally
non viewable “Metadata” in any of the above
files (more on this below).

(4) Determine How Electronic Communications
About Client Matters Should Be Protected
[See the preceding and the Best Practices discussion
below.]

• Backups, mirror drive copies, prior “versions”
and archives of the above.

(5) Label Client Confidential Information
Lawyers should mark CCI communications as
“privileged and confidential” in order to alert
unintended, inadvertent recipients of the CCI. It’s nice
that the opinion expressly approves of the standard
message or “disclaimer” at the end of an email stating
that the email is confidential. However, it’s puzzling
that such a mundane, common practice would get an
entire “step” to itself.

Based on today’s technology, your CCI can be
electronically communicated via any of the following
technologies:
• Direct, local device to device communication
connected via a local area network (LAN).
• Direct, non-local device to device
communication connected via: regular (wired)
internet, private (secure) Wi-Fi, or public
(unsecure) Wi-Fi, each of which can optionally
utilize a virtual private network (VPN) or other
secure internet portal.

In my opinion, although the opinion does not
expressly say so, only CCI communications should be
labeled “privileged and confidential”. Applying the
label to all communications transforms the “alert” into
meaningless dribble.

• Email, via any of the above local or non-local
options.

(6) Train Lawyers and Nonlawyer Assistants in
Technology and Information Security
It is not enough to attend this course, to learn the
rules and technology, and to determine the appropriate
way to protect your electronic CCI. You’ve got to
educate the rest of your office and then your entire
office needs to actually put that education to use.

• Fax, via phone as well as any of the above local
or non-local options.
• Online file sharing via any of the above local or
non-local options.
• Cloud computing via any of the above non-local
options.

In the context of electronic communications,
lawyers must establish policies and procedures,
and periodically train [all staff] in the use of
reasonably secure methods of electronic
communications with clients. . . . Once
processes are established, supervising lawyers
must follow up to ensure these policies are
being implemented and . . . must periodically
reassess and update these policies. This is no
different than the other obligations for
supervision of office practices and procedures
to protect client information.

• Cellular connection (4G, LTE, etc.), including
voice, text, email, or “personal hotspot”, via a
cell phone or a Bluetooth enabled car.
• The “next big thing.”
The preceding lists are complex, long and nonexclusive. Yet in order to protect your CCI it is
essential that you know every place your CCI is stored
and that you know every technology used to transmit
your CCI. You can’t protect what you don’t
understand.

(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 9, emphasis added)
(7) Conduct Due Diligence on Vendors
Providing Communication Technology
It seems self-evident that only a minority of
attorneys will be sufficiently well versed in internet
security to fully comply with ABA Opinion 477R
without relying on the competence of others.
Fortunately—

(3) Understand and Use Reasonable Electronic
Security Measures
Steps 3 and 4 are the obvious (and overlapping) next
steps, and are essentially the entire point of the opinion:
For each item of electronic CCI, once you understand
the risk, how you store your CCI and how you
communicate your CCI, you must determine and
implement reasonable efforts to protect the CCI. This
step is discussed in much more detail in the Best
Practices discussion below.

Any lack of individual competence by a lawyer
to evaluate and employ safeguards to protect
client confidences may be addressed through
association with another lawyer or expert, or by
education.
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(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 10, relying on MODEL
RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.1 cmts. [2] & [8]
(2016)).

electronic forms of communication.” (ABA Op. 477R,

part III, p. 5)
Although not mentioned in ABA Opinion 477R, the
fundamental basis for the “reasonable expectation of
privacy” is (i) the fact that all confidential
communication is at risk of unauthorized disclosure,
and (ii) the Electronic Communication Privacy Act (the
“ECPA”). Texas Professional Ethics Committee
Opinion 648 (April, 2015) explains as follows:

The opinion includes two lists of issues & factors to
consider when outsourcing services to technology
“experts” (including the employment of cloud service
providers for the storage of CCI) which are
consolidated into a single list here:
• reference checks and vendor credentials;

The concern about sending confidential
information by email is the risk that an
unauthorized person will gain access to the
confidential information. While this Committee
has not addressed the propriety of
communicating confidential information by
email, many other ethics committees have,
concluding that, in general, and except in
special circumstances, the use of email,
including unencrypted email, is a proper
method of communicating confidential
information. (citations omitted).

• vendor’s security policies and protocols;
• vendor’s hiring practices;
• the use of confidentiality agreements;
• vendor’s conflicts check system to screen for
adversity;
• the education, experience, and reputation of the
nonlawyer;
• the nature of the services involved;

Those ethics opinions often make two points
in support of the conclusion that email
communication is proper. First, the risk an
unauthorized person will gain access to
confidential information is inherent in the
delivery of any written communication including
delivery by the U.S. Postal Service, a private
mail service, a courier, or facsimile. Second,
persons who use email have a reasonable
expectation of privacy based, in part, upon . . .
the Electronic Communication Privacy Act
(ECPA), which makes it a crime to intercept
electronic communication, to use the contents
of the intercepted email, or to disclose the
contents of intercepted email. 18 U.S.C. § 2510
et seq. Importantly, the statute provides that
“[n]o otherwise privileged . . . electronic
communication intercepted in accordance with,
or in violation of, the provisions of this chapter
shall lose its privileged character.” 18 U.S.C. §
2517(4).

• the terms of any arrangements concerning the
protection of client information; and
• the legal and ethical environments of the
jurisdictions in which the services will be
performed particularly with regard to
confidentiality.
(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 11). See also Texas
Professional Ethics Committee Opinion 572 (June
2006) (a lawyer may disclose privileged information to
a copy service or other independent contractor if the
lawyer reasonably expects that the independent
contractor will not disclose or use such items or their
contents except as directed by the lawyer and will
otherwise respect the confidential character of the
information).

h. Comforting Confirmations
Despite the opinion’s general tendency towards
generalities, it contains some “comforting
confirmations” that validate several common practices
as “reasonable efforts”.

(2) Appending a “Privileged and Confidential”
Disclaimer to the End of Emails Generally
satisfies the “Reasonable Efforts” for Low
Risk CCI
ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 8, footnote 19, reads as
follows:

(1) Unencrypted Email Is OK for Low Risk CCI
[Because of the ECPA].
“[The] use of unencrypted routine email generally
remains an acceptable method of lawyer-client
communication” for matters of “normal or low
sensitivity” because there continues to be a “reasonable

See Veteran Med. Prods. v. Bionix Dev. Corp.,
Case No. 1:05-cv-655, 2008 WL 696546 at *8,
2008 BL 51876 at *8 (W.D. Mich. Mar. 13,
2008) (email disclaimer that read “this email
and any files transmitted with are confidential
and are intended solely for the use of the

expectations of privacy” when communicating by email
and, therefore, “unencrypted email [poses] no greater
risk of interception or disclosure than other non-
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individual or entity to whom they are addressed”
with nondisclosure constitutes a reasonable
effort to maintain the secrecy of its business
plan).

knowing how to use email or create an
electronic document.

(ABA Op. 477R, part II, p. 2-3, emphasis added). In
effect the opinion’s conclusion is:

(3) Cloud Based Computing Is OK
Using an “Internet-based service” to store client
information and other technology “outsourcing” – i.e.,
cloud computing, online file sharing, etc. – for CCI
satisfies the “reasonable efforts” rule so long as the
lawyer takes reasonable steps “to ensure that the
nonlawyer’s services are provided in a manner that is
compatible with the lawyer’s professional obligations.”
(ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 10.)

2.

IF YOU LACK TECH SAVVY, YOU’RE
INCOMPETENT TO PRACTICE LAW

a.

Tech Savvy Is a [Pre] Condition of
Competence

• Tech savvy is not a goal to which every
competent attorney must aspire. Rather—
• Being tech savvy is an essential condition of
attorney competence.
I find this very provocative. It is clear to me that,
inasmuch as I am completely unfamiliar with the Rules
of Criminal Procedure and fundamental relevant case
law, I am incompetent to practice capital murder
defense law. It is amazing to me that, were I unfamiliar
with the use of email or electronic document creation, I
could be considered incompetent to practice law . . .
period.

b.

Like most recent ethics opinions dealing with
technology and lawyers’ ethical duties, ABA Opinion
477R approaches the issue from the fundamental “duty
of competence”:

But Vicarious Tech Savvy Is Sufficient

Fortunately, as noted above, a lawyer can outsource
– can hire and rely on experts to provide – the requisite
technical savvy. (See part II.A.1.g(7) above.) Just as a
hearing or vision impaired attorney – otherwise
incapable of hearing the judge speak or reading
opposing counsel’s motion – can utilize assistants,
technology or lip reading skills to minimize the level of
disability due to their impairments, a tech-impaired
attorney can utilize support staff and I.T. professionals
to attain vicarious technical savvy and become
competent to practice law.

[Rule 1.1 of the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct reads]: “A lawyer shall provide
competent representation to a client.
Competent representation requires the legal
knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation
reasonably necessary for the representation.”
[In 2012] Comment [8] to Rule 1.1 was modified
to read:

That said, I believe there’s only so much you can
outsource to your tech support. The lawyer is always
ultimately responsible for compliance with the rules of
ethics, without regard to whether that compliance is
being satisfied by the knowledge and skill of others. It
strikes me as analogous to a fiduciary delegating
discretionary authority to another, e.g., delegating
investment authority to a financial advisor (without an
express authorization to do so in the governing
document). In both cases the party with the duty (the
attorney or fiduciary) must have at least enough
knowledge of the nature of the outsourced task to
outsource it effectively.

To maintain the requisite knowledge and
skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of
changes in the law and its practice, including
the benefits and risks associated with
relevant technology . . .. (Emphasis added.)
Regarding the change to Rule 1.1’s Comment,
the ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20 [ABA
COMMISSION ON ETHICS 20/20 REPORT 105A
(AUG. 2012)] explained:
Model Rule 1.1 requires a lawyer to provide
competent representation, and Comment [6]
[renumbered as Comment [8]] specifies that,
to remain competent, lawyers need to “keep
abreast of changes in the law and its
practice.” The Commission concluded that,
in order to keep abreast of changes in law
practice in a digital age, lawyers necessarily
need to understand basic features of
relevant technology and that this aspect of
competence should be expressed in the
Comment. For example, a lawyer would
have difficulty providing competent legal
services in today’s environment without

B. Texas “Metadata” Opinion 665
Texas Professional Ethics Committee Opinion 665,
December, 2016, (“Texas Op. 665”) addresses a
lawyer’s duty regarding CCI contained in “metadata”.
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1.
a.

WHAT IS METADATA? IT IS—

3.

“Embedded” Digital Data . . .

The “reasonable measures” lawyers must take to protect
disclosure of CCI contained in metadata include “the

Metadata is “embedded” information, it is “digital

employment of reasonably available technical means to
remove such metadata before sending such documents
to persons to whom such confidential information is not
to be revealed”. (Texas Op. 665, p. 2.) The opinion

data that is not immediately visible when the document
is opened by the recipient of the email but can be read
either through the use of certain commands available in
word-processing software or through the use of
specialized software.” (Texas Op. 665, p. 1)

b.

lists three possible methods (all discussed in greater
detail below, see part III.E below).

Consisting of Historical and Tracking
Information

a.

Scrubbing

CCI metadata can be removed from the document,
allowing the document itself to be shared without
sharing the CCI. For example, the “Prepare for
Sharing” feature in Word and Excel will “scrub” a
document’s metadata.

Metadata generally “describes the history, tracking,
or management of an electronic document . . . [such as]
• the owner of the computer that created the
document and

• the date and time of creation . . . [or]

b.

• [data] to track the changes made to a document

The visible content of the document can be
converted “into another format that does not preserve
the original metadata”. (Id.) For example, the Create
PDF feature in Word and Excel effectively creates a
duplicate of the document in Adobe PDF format which
almost always lacks all but the most insignificant items
of metadata. Another method is to “print to PDF”,
where the “printer” specified is something like “Adobe
PDF”, an Adobe program (a printer driver) that makes a
PDF document from the original document.

as well as the

• comments of the various reviewers of the
document.”

(Id., formatting added.)

2.

OPTIONS FOR HANDLING METADATA

METADATA CCI IS THE SAME AS ANY OTHER
CCI: “REASONABLE MEASURES” TO
PROTECT IT ARE REQUIRED

Texas Opinion 665 essentially concludes that CCI
contained in metadata is the same as any other CCI. It
follows, and the opinion concludes, that lawyers have a
duty to take “reasonable measures” to avoid
transmission of CCI contained in metadata to someone
other than the client. Specifically:

c.

Conversion

Faxing or Printing

A faxed or printed “hard” copy of a document is
incapable of containing metadata, and while both
techniques may be excessively cautious if removing
metadata is the only concern, they are probably the
most reliable techniques for removing metadata, and
have other benefits too (such as enabling non-electronic
transmission of the document by, e.g., “snail mail”).

The Texas Disciplinary Rules of Professional
Conduct require lawyers to take reasonable
measures to avoid the transmission of
confidential information embedded in electronic
documents, including the employment of
reasonably available technical means to
remove such metadata before sending such
documents to persons other than the lawyer’s
client. Whether a lawyer has taken reasonable
measures to avoid the disclosure of confidential
information in metadata will depend on the
factual circumstances.

4.

THE DUTY TO PROTECT CCI IN METADATA
IS BASED IN THE DUTY OF COMPETENCE

Like ABA Opinion 477R, the Texas opinion
analyzes the question in terms of the duty of
competence:
Rule 1.01 [of the Texas Disciplinary Rules of
Professional Conduct] generally prohibits a
lawyer from accepting or continuing
“employment in a legal matter which the lawyer
knows or should know is beyond the lawyer’s
competence.”

(Texas Op. 665, p. 4. Note: The opinion also addressed
the duties of a lawyer who inadvertently receives
metadata containing CCI, but that issue is beyond the
scope of this paper.) Except for saying “reasonable
measures” instead of “reasonable efforts”, Texas Op.
665 and ABA Op. 477R impose virtually identical
duties upon lawyers regarding all CCI, regardless of the
form of the CCI.

...
In the opinion of the Committee, a lawyer’s duty
of competence requires that lawyers who use
electronic documents understand
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• that metadata is created in the generation of
electronic documents,

spouse in a divorce case) knows the
password to the email account, or to an
individual client at that client’s work email
account, especially if the email relates to a
client’s employment dispute with his
employer (see ABA Comm. on Ethics and
Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 11-459
(2011));

• that transmission of electronic documents will
include transmission of metadata,
• that the transmitted metadata may include
confidential information,
• that recipients of the documents can access
metadata, and

4. sending an email from a public
computer or a borrowed computer or where
the lawyer knows that the emails the lawyer
sends are being read on a public or
borrowed computer or on an unsecure
network;

• that actions can be taken to prevent or minimize
the transmission of metadata.

(Texas Op. 665, p. 2, emphasis and formatting added.)

5.

THE DUTY IS NOT ABSOLUTE

5. sending an email if the lawyer knows
that the email recipient is accessing the
email on devices that are potentially
accessible to third persons or are not
protected by a password; or

Consistent with ABA Opinion 477R, the Texas
opinion states:
Whether a lawyer has taken reasonable
measures to avoid the disclosure of confidential
information in metadata will depend on the
factual circumstances. . . . Not every
inadvertent disclosure of confidential
information in metadata will violate Rule 1.05.

6. sending an email if the lawyer is
concerned that the NSA or other law
enforcement agency may read the lawyer’s
email communication, with or without a
warrant.

(Texas Op. 665, p. 2-3, emphasis added.)

(Texas Op. 648, p. 3, emphasis added.) The above list
was embraced by the ABA Ethics Commission. See
ABA Op. 477R, part III, p. 8, footnote 18.

C. Texas Opinion 648; When to
Encrypt
Texas Professional Ethics Committee Opinion 648
(April, 2015, “Texas Op. 648”) has been addressed
above (see parts II.A.1.c and II.A.1.h(1)) but one as yet
unaddressed aspect of the opinion belongs in any
discussion of CCI, email and ethics. The opinion
addressed the simple question, “may a lawyer
communicate confidential information by email?” It
answered “generally, yes” but then continued to address
some specific situations in which encryption might be
appropriate:

III.
DIGITAL CCI AND REASONABLE
EFFORTS TO PROTECT IT
A. Preliminary Observations
1.

RULE 34A: IF IT EXISTS IT CAN BE HACKED

I believe the most important thing to understand – to
accept – before embarking on the task of preventing
unintentional or inadvertent disclosure of client
confidential information is this: It is impossible. It
always has been. It always will be. You can minimize
the risk. You cannot eliminate the risk.

In some circumstances, however, a lawyer
should consider whether the confidentiality of
the information will be protected if
communicated by email and whether it is
prudent to use encrypted email or another form
of communication. Examples of such
circumstances are:

2.

1. communicating highly sensitive or
confidential information via email or
unencrypted email connections;

RELEVANCE TO ESTATE PLANNING AND
PROBATE LAWYERS

From my personal perspective, the above ethics
opinions seem extremely important to – and are
probably quite disarming to – a technologically
impaired lawyer representing high profile defendants in
white collar criminal cases.

2. sending an email to or from an
account that the email sender or recipient
shares with others;

To the typical estate planning and probate attorney,
these ethics rules are, of course, very important, yet not
earth shattering. They are likely to compel moderate,

3. sending an email to a client when it is
possible that a third person (such as a
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not dramatic, changes to the way we communicate with
and about our clients. Likewise, it seems unlikely to me
that an email misstep on our part would ever actually
harm a client except in very unusual cases. We rarely
deal with trade secrets. We rarely have
communications with our clients that the NSA could
possibly care about. Privilege is almost always
inconsequential, due to the vanilla nature of our
communications, and is regularly waived by our clients
when they share our emails and other communications
with their children, other advisors, etc.

exception: I think it is very helpful to think of emails as
“envelope-postcards” and email attachments as the
letters, etc. inside the envelopes. From this
perspective—
Direct email contents are like messages on
postcards. I believe it’s healthy to simply presume that
every person even casually involved in – or close to –
the chain of delivery is going to be at liberty to read
every word. True, emails have a statutorily granted
expectation of privacy (see part II.A.1.h(1) above) that
post cards do not have. But thinking of emails as if they
were no more confidential than post cards is a prudent
mindset.

I believe the most likely act of technological
“incompetence” on our part is delivering client Michelle
Smith’s proposed Will to client Michael Smith, due to a
careless click on a contacts list. That would be acutely
embarrassing and could result in the loss of one,
perhaps two, clients, but little more.

Email attachments are like the letters and other
papers sealed inside the envelope. To get to the
attachments you have to actually “open the letter”; you
can’t simply scroll down in your preview window. This
means that accidental viewing of an email’s attachment
is less likely than accidental viewing of an email’s
direct content.

The second most likely act of technological
incompetence, were I to venture a guess, would be the
inadvertent delivery of one client’s metadata CCI to a
colleague or other client. That could actually be a
significant problem, but as shown below, it’s a
preventable problem.

3.

Emails containing unencrypted attachments are like
reusable envelopes that close with zippers or Velcro;
they’re easy to open and close and anyone who is so
inclined can easily get away with viewing the contents,
leaving no evidence of their intrusion.

WHO AND WHAT ARE YOU WORRIED
ABOUT?

There are perhaps an infinite number of ways digital
CCI can be inadvertently disclosed. The lawyer might
accidentally use the wrong email address when
intentionally delivering CCI; or might inadvertently
include CCI in an email that is addressed as intended
but that is addressed to a non-client or a different client.
The client might inadvertently forward CCI to a
relative, advisor or friend. A third party, nefarious or
otherwise, might see a confidential email that is opened
on the lawyer’s or client’s laptop or cell phone. A
laptop or cell phone might be lost or stolen, ending up
in the hands of a nefarious actor. And, conceivably,
hackers or the NSA might actually intentionally try to
gain access to your CCI. As you read through the rest
of this paper and think through the efforts that may need
to be taken to protect CCI in any particular situation, I
believe it is helpful to consider exactly who and what
you are worried about.

Emails containing encrypted attachments admittedly
don’t quite fit the envelope analogy. Their closest real
world counterpart might be the locking deposit bags
armored cars use to carry cash. Without the key or
some strong cutters, you can’t get to the contents.

b.

B. Prudent Use of Email
1.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

a.

Mindset: Emails Are Envelope-Post Cards;
Attachments Are the Contents

Follow the Client’s Lead – Usually

ABA Opinion 477R states that the attorney should
protect CCI communications via high security measures
whenever required by an agreement with the client. But
even without any express agreement in place, the
client’s own emails will indicate her implicit
expectations, which should be respected. If the client
sends you a list of questions regarding her draft Will
and the list is in an attached Word document, your reply
should probably be by attached Word document. If the
Word document was password protected your reply
should be password protected. On the other hand, if the
list is in the body of the email itself, it seems
appropriate to reply in like manner.
Likewise, if the client emails questions to you and
copies her daughter, your reply could probably copy the
daughter without risk of crossing any ethical lines.
That said, the reply may be more sensitive than the
question. For example, The client might email the
attorney:

For over two decades I’ve based most of my digital
world analyses on paper world analogies. Email is no
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share with a spouse or another, and that won’t always
be obvious from the email address.

Barney: Why does the definition of children
have to be so complex? - Jane

Ask your clients at the beginning of the
representation which email account to use and then
always use that account exclusively (except for “zero
risk” cases, as noted below). In my client
questionnaire, after getting their contact information,
I ask:

That’s a typical, innocuous question. It’s hard to
imagine the client ever being upset by the disclosure of
that email to anyone and it’s reasonable that she would
send it without any security precautions. But suppose
the attorney’s answer, which he emails to the client, is
as follows:

1st preference for correspondence:
via-- std. mail / fax / email
to-- home / H’s work / W’s work

Jane: The term “children” requires a careful
definition to ensure that, as you requested,
the child you had at age 14 that you gave up
for adoption would never inherit. -Barney

2nd preference for correspondence:
via-- std. mail / fax / email
to-- home / H’s work / W’s work

Assuming for the sake of argument that the
attorney’s answer is appropriate, obviously, the risk
level of the reply is significantly higher than the risk
level of the question, and “following the client’s lead”
in such a case would be entirely inappropriate. (And
certainly the daughter should not be copied on the
attorney’s reply.)

2.

5.

Each email should receive security measures
commensurate with its risk level. It is obviously
important that high risk emails be highly protected. It is
less obvious but, in my view, equally important that low
risk emails not be “excessively protected.” Employing
high security measures for every “You Ready?” email is
not only tedious for the sender and annoying to the
recipient, it detracts from the effectiveness of
“Privileged and Confidential” disclaimers and other
voluntary security measures when used in their
appropriate cases.

CONFIRM THE EMAIL ADDRESS IS ACTUALLY
FOR THE INTENDED RECIPIENT

As basic as it seems, this should be a conscious step:
After you mouse-click or paste each recipients’ email
address into the “to” or “cc” line, stop and look at it. If
you typed it, you might have made a typo. If you
selected the addressee from a contacts list, you might
have accidentally moved the mouse up or down the
instant before you clicked. (Nine out of ten emails sent
to me inadvertently were intended for a “Barbara” or a
“Barry” – someone found a line or two up or down from
me in the sender’s contacts list.)

3.

I also reject the notion that it’s too difficult to match
every email to its appropriate security level. In my
experience the risk level of each email I send is usually
obvious – if I just stop 5 seconds to think about it.
Email CCI risk levels are a continuum with many
subtle nuances. The following risk levels and
corresponding security effort levels are my arbitrary
segmentation of that continuum and, on any particular
day I may or may not strictly adhere to them. Each
attorney will have his or her own unique alternative.

SAY THE INTENDED RECIPIENT’S NAME IN
THE EMAIL’S CONTENT

It’s not only good etiquette to greet the recipient by
name, it also helps an unintended recipient quickly
realize that’s what he is. When I get an email that
opens “Hey Barbara” and I’m not in the “cc” line, it’s a
good clue that perhaps I should read no further than the
salutation.

4.

MATCH EMAIL SECURITY EFFORTS TO
EMAIL RISK LEVEL

a.

CONFIRM AND USE THE INTENDED
RECIPIENT’S APPROPRIATE EMAIL ADDRESS

Zero Risk: For Routine, Non-Sensitive
Emails, “Reasonable Efforts” Generally
Means NO Efforts

Confirming an address or how a name is spelled or
scheduling an appointment is generally a zero risk CCI
communication, if it’s even CCI at all. Ninety-nine
percent of the time the reasonable efforts rule will
require no protective measures, although common sense
will require that you make a reasonable effort to get the
recipient’s email address correct.

Don’t presume your clients will always email you
from appropriate email addresses. Don’t merely
“reply” to an old email every time you want to send a
new email to a client. Clients often have multiple email
accounts; for a quick non-sensitive message to you they
may use their cell phone’s email account, a nonconfidential work email account, or an account that they

Examples:
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much of my official work product as “moderate risk”
simply as a matter of decorum. This includes:

Ward: Can’t read your handwriting. What’s
your daughter’s last name? -Barney

• Draft/ final estate planning documents,

Or

• Draft/final inventories and estate tax returns,

Carol: I’m ready to meet. Are you available
tomorrow at 10:00? bj

• Discussions of particularly personal family
issues, and
• Other potentially sensitive matters.

In my opinion, these zero risk emails should have
zero protective measures: No “Personal and
Confidential” disclaimer; nothing.

For these situations I believe I comply with the
ethics opinions discussed above if I:

Exceptions:

• Use a “Privileged and Confidential” Disclaimer,
and

• If Ward’s daughter is from a prior relationship
and Ward’s wife June doesn’t know about the
daughter, this qualifies as high risk CCI.
(And if June is also your client there’s obviously
a larger, very problematic ethics issue.)

• Put all substantive content in attachments, albeit
unencrypted attachments.

d.

• If your representation of Carol is a secret and you
promised you’d never email her, then email
communication is simply not appropriate
regardless of the CCI risk level.

b.

I categorize as “high risk” those attorney
communications containing information that really,
really needs to be kept confidential – information that,
if disclosed, could be injurious to the client, or that
could get me fired because the client is simply highly
concerned about privacy (the latter being much more
common than the former).

Low Risk: For Routine, Semi-Sensitive
Emails, “Reasonable Efforts” Generally
Means NO Effort or Minimal Effort

I categorize as “low risk” those communications in
which everything I say is either generic or banal. For
example, if I receive an email from a retired engineer
with a couple of spelling corrections, the amount of a
cash gift that we left blank in the draft, and a dozen
questions about the boilerplate, my reply email will be
low risk, mostly cut and paste from generic
explanations I’ve prepared in the past.

Example:
Dear Senator Smith:
I’ve reviewed your letter asking me to write
a legal opinion justifying your transfer of
funds from your niece’s trust to restore the
funds you withdrew from your mother’s trust
to pay off the drug lord that’s blackmailing
you.
We need to talk.
-Barney

In this situation I am comfortable that the ethics
opinions discussed above permit me to reply with no
protective security measures – just as with zero risk
communications – and most of the time that’s what I do.
I will sometimes add “Privileged and Confidential” or
“Personal and Confidential” to the subject line but
that’s usually a function of the client’s personality, not
applicable ethics rules.

c.

High Risk: For Non-Routine Highly
Sensitive Emails, “Reasonable Efforts”
Generally Means Encryption

For a situation like the example I would probably
use the phone; I seriously doubt I’d ever write such an
incriminating letter to a client. That said, if I were
compelled to communicate by email, I think I might be
in compliance with the ethics opinions discussed above
if I were to:

Moderate Risk: For Routine Albeit
Genuinely Confidential Emails, “Reasonable
Efforts” Generally Means Threshold
Protective Efforts

• Use a “Privileged and Confidential” Disclaimer,
and

I categorize as “moderate risk” those
communications containing personal, genuinely
confidential, and/or potentially embarrassing
information, but not information that would be likely to
injure the client’s interest were it disclosed. I also treat

• Put all substantive content in encrypted
attachments.
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6.

Likewise, P&C disclaimers, if you want them to
have any chance of being effective, need to be rarities.

“PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL”
DISCLAIMERS

There are many variations of the “Privileged and
Confidential” or “Personal and Confidential”
disclaimer (collectively, “P&C” disclaimer). Which
version, if any, is right in any particular situation is a
matter of personal opinion. In my opinion—

a.

d.

P&C Disclaimer Are “Voluntary” Security
Efforts

e.

As a threshold observation, by themselves, P&C
disclaimers prevent no one from doing anything. P&C
disclaimers actually increase the risk that “nefarious
actors” will attempt to view CCI – they are flashing
neon signs crying out to the world: “Hey, look! Are
you nefarious? If so, you should hack this!”

f.

Identify the Intended Addressee, Otherwise
Your P&C Disclaimer Is a Non-Sequitur

If you address an email to “X”, an admonition that
“this email is solely intended for the intended recipient
is not going to dissuade “X” from reading the email. X
is obviously the intended recipient – you addressed it to
him. If you want “X” to realize it was sent to him by
accident – if you want the P&C disclaimer to prevent
unintended recipients from reading your emails – you
need to give them some clue that, although the email
was addressed to them, they weren’t actually “intended”
recipients.

Privileged or Personal?

Use “privileged” only if that is [possibly] really the
case, e.g., only if the communication is solely to your
client(s) (or to co-counsel, or other persons to whom
actual privileged information can be transmitted without
waiving the privilege). Emails sent to or cc’d to the
following might be confidential but can not be
privileged:
• Opposing counsel,

g.

• The client’s other [non-attorney] advisors,

My P&C Disclaimer
This is my standard P&C disclaimer:

• The client’s friends or family, or

TO:
Ms. June Cleaver JuneCleaver@LeaveIn.com
1234 Normal Ave.
Anytown, Texas 77000
_____________________________________
FROM:
Bernard E. Jones bjpub@bejlaw.com
Attorney at Law
3555 Timmons Lane, Suite 1020
Houston, Texas 77027
713-621-3330
BJones@bejlaw.com

• Beneficiaries (e.g., where the client is an
executor or trustee).

c.

Put the P&C Disclaimer at the Top Instead of
the End of Your Emails

I realize my opinion is the minority opinion, but, in
my opinion, it is pointless to warn people “don’t read
this email!” after they’ve read the email. If you are
sincere in your desire to stop unintended recipients from
reading P&C emails you should tell them before
they’ve read the emails. The only way to do that is to
put the P&C disclaimer at the top, before the
substantive content of the email.

P&C disclaimers are potentially beneficial with
respect to only one class of persons: Ethical
unintended recipients of CCI. If you want your P&C
disclaimers to have any chance of helping to protect
your CCI communications, you should use them with
that perspective in mind.

b.

Neither Privileged Nor Confidential?

Communications with, e.g., the court or the county
or district clerk are almost never privileged or
confidential. It is absurd to include a P&C disclaimer
on a cover letter to the county clerk requesting that a
document be filed in the public records.

Use P&C Disclaimer If And Only If the
Email Is Really P&C

Do not put P&C disclaimers on every email you
send. That makes it meaningless and pointless; you,
your staff and your clients will just ignore it, the way
most consumers ignore lengthy warnings in a
prescription from Walgreens. P&C disclaimers should
be unusual, startling, so that when you do include them,
people stop, pay attention and ask themselves: “wow!
Am I supposed to be reading this?”. When every
Motrin prescription you get includes a silly 3 page
warning you ignore the important warning that comes
with your Vicodin prescription.

==================================
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
This communication (and all attachments, if any)
contains confidential information which is protected
by the attorney-client privilege and/or other
applicable privileges or rules of confidentiality. It is
intended solely for the recipient(s) named above.
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“nefarious actors” but nor more likely to dissuade
ethical unintended recipients.

It is a violation of all applicable privileges and/or
rules of confidentiality for anyone other than the
intended recipient(s) to read this communication, to
disclose, copy or distribute it, or to take of any
action in reliance on it.

7.

ATTACHMENTS

a.

What’s In the Email; What’s in the
Attachments

If a particular email is at the “moderate” or higher
risk level I include all substantive content in
attachments and no substantive content in the body of
the email itself – for the same reason that, when I send a
snail mail to a client, I include all substantive content in
the cover letter and other items sealed inside the
envelope, and no substantive content on the outside of
the envelope itself.

IF YOU ARE NOT NAMED ABOVE AS AN
INTENDED RECIPIENT, PLEASE:
-- NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY,
-- DO NOT OPEN ANY ATTACHMENTS TO
THIS EMAIL, AND
-- DO NOT READ BEYOND THIS POINT.
_____________________________________
TAX PENALTY RELIANCE NOTICE:
As required by U.S. Treasury Regulations, please
note that this communication (and all attachments,
if any) is not intended or written by the sender to
be used -- and it cannot be used or relied on -- by
any recipient for the purpose of avoiding penalties
that may be imposed under U.S. federal tax laws.
==================================
MESSAGE:

b.

What to Attach

Without regard to the above ethics opinions, 95% of
the time when I attach anything to an email, I attach
only PDF documents generated from Word, Excel and
other primary documents, never the Word, Excel or
other primary documents themselves. Consistent with
my real world/ digital world analogy, PDF documents
are like the paper I’ve shared with clients for decades.
Word, Excel and other primary documents are my work
product that, with only rare exception, I share with no
one.

Dear June:
Please see the attached.
If you have any questions or comments, please let
me know.

More relevant to this presentation, PDF documents
are much “safer” so far as metadata risks are concerned.
(This issue is discussed further below.)

Barney

A few observations:
• My P&C disclaimer goes at the top of the email
so recipients see it before they see the email’s
actual P&C content.

8.

ENCRYPTION
Simply put, Encryption bites.

It is difficult, problematic, anything but
standardized, and annoying to everyone, including the
clients that demand it. Yet in high risk CCI situations it
is, I believe, necessary.

• It identifies the “intended recipient” in the body
of the email, which is not necessarily the person
whose email address appears in the “to” line of
the email, which is the main point (the primary
possible benefit of using) the P&C disclaimer.

a.

Do Not Encrypt Entire Emails

I have been trying to find a workable way to encrypt
entire emails for decades. I have failed miserably. All
the technologies I’ve analyzed for encrypting an entire
email are completely impractical for a sole practitioner
like myself. If you are at a larger firm or otherwise
have access to skilled I.T. professionals capable of
implementing workable whole-email encryption,
consider yourself lucky. Otherwise –

• It usually constitutes the entire content of the
email; the email itself usually contains no
substantive content. When I use the P&C
disclaimer generally all substantive content is in
the attachment(s). I don’t want unintended
recipients to be able to “accidentally on purpose”
scroll down and see what I’m begging them to
not see. I want them to have to actually click and
open the attachment. Presumably, ethical
unintended recipients won’t go that far.

b.

Do Encrypt Attachments

When the risk assessment compels the encryption of
CCI communicated via email, in my experience, the
only workable option is to put the CCI in encrypted
attachments. The process can be tedious, but I believe
it is effective.

• I usually do not include a P&C admonition in the
subject line. In the subject line the disclaimer
seems to me more likely to attract the attention of
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• Unless you are extremely careful, Reply All only
if no CCI is included in your reply.

(1) Encrypting Adobe PDF Files
To encrypt (password protect) an Adobe PDF
document in Acrobat X:

• Consider erasing all but the latest message in the
thread (or all but the last few messages in the
thread that are necessary to put your reply in
context).

• Open the document in Adobe then click
File - Properties
to open the Document Properties window.
• Select the Security Tab and for
Security Method
select
Password Security
The “Password Security - Settings” Window will
appear.

• Revise the subject if it no longer accurately
describes the subject of your message; possibly
add a P&C disclaimer, if appropriate. Even just
appending an extra few explanatory words to the
subject can be very helpful to other parties.

b.

• Check “Require a password to open the
document”

• Always verify that every attachment is
appropriate for forwarding.

• Enter a “Document Open Password”; Click
OK
at the “Confirm Document Open Password” popup window re-enter the password; Click OK a
couple of times to close all pop-up windows.

• Consider erasing all but the latest (few)
message(s) in the thread that actually contain the
content you want to forward.

C. Passwords

(2) Encrypting Word Files
To encrypt (password protect) a Word document in
Word 2010:

1.

• Click the Protect Document button
• Select Encrypt with Password
At the Encrypt Document pop-up window
enter a password
Click OK
re-enter the password
Click OK again

2.

LAWYER PROVIDED PASSWORDS

If you decide to start encrypting documents on a
regular basis there’s a good chance you’ll end up
needing to provide the passwords required to open the
documents. You need a system.

OTHER EMAIL SECURITY ISSUES

a.

Just a couple of observations and recommendations
here:

a.

CLIENT PROVIDED PASSWORDS

If the client provides you with a preferred password,
use it. It’s the best evidence of the level of protection
the client wants. Save it in the client’s entry in your
contacts list so you can paste it into the password field
when you encrypt attachments delivered to that client.

• Select the File Tab

9.

Forwarding Emails

Do Not Use a Single Password For All Your
Clients

If, as I believe, the most common inadvertent
disclosure of CCI by the lawyer is the accidental
delivery Client-A’s documents to Client-B, then it is
pointless to password protect documents when both
clients have the same password.

Reply Emails
• Generally, avoid Reply emails. Remember that
emails have meta data too and while I don’t
know of situations in which CCI could end up in
an email’s metadata, scrubbing email metadata is
a task beyond the scope of most attorneys. If
you’re starting a new thread, start with a fresh
email (and eliminate all the baggage from
possibly a dozen or more back and forth replies).

b.

“Always the Same, Always Different”
Passwords

I got this idea from a client who is an I.T. security
professional. I had complained about the difficulty of
coming up with and managing unique passwords for all
my clients. He said I could design a system, a simple
few rules, that would proscribe specific passwords for
each client based on one or two bits of their personal
information. Properly designed, each client would be
able to remember her own password without a problem
but no client would be able to easily guess another

• Double check the email addresses in your reply
to be sure they are the appropriate email
addresses (see part III.B.4 above).
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client’s password. Here are just three examples, but the
options are endless:

client, like many people nowadays, uses his cell phone
for email, the texted password and the emailed
document will end up on the same device.

• Basic:
• 1st 4 letters of client’s last name
(this is not secure – it could be deduced by
another client from the email address and the
unencrypted content of the email, but that’s
OK)
+

If you must communicate the password
electronically, use the phone. But do not leave the
password in a voice mail. It’s at risk of being overhead
by a non-client. Further, many people have their voice
mails automatically converted to text and emailed to
them, meaning once again the password and encrypted
document will exist together on the same device.

• Last 4 numbers of client’s SSN
(this is reasonably secure, and it’s not, in and
of itself, confidential)

D. Sharing Documents
As of this writing I am not a fan of document
sharing services.

• The client knows the above by heart and you
know it for each client because it’s right there
in your contact list.

I like the concept: Instead of attaching documents to
my emails I include links to a file sharing service that
my clients can click to download the documents. It
keeps my emails small. My uploading and the client’s
downloading of the documents are via a secure
connection.

• Stronger:
• Last letter of client’s first name
+Last letter of client’s middle name
+Last letter of client’s last name
+

But, so far, I do not like the experience, which is
generally one of two varieties.

• 1st 3 numbers of client’s SSN

Sometimes clients email me with links and
invitations to join file sharing sites that appear to be, in
fact, very secure. These are consistently very tedious
and time consuming to use. I’ve spent up to half an
hour just registering (which appears to be required
separately for each client with whom I register). Then
each time a client has something to send me it takes at
least 4 or 5 minutes for me to retrieve a message that,
were it sent as an encrypted email might take me 30
seconds to retrieve. That extra time adds up fast. From
the sender’s (client’s) end it appears to be tedious as
well. Every document must be uploaded and each
permissible recipient of that document must be
designated. (The file sharing sites generally send the
notification emails directly.)

• Alternative:
• First letters of each of the client’s children’s
first names, in birth order
+
• The month and day of the client’s birth (or
some other date) in mmdd format

3.

COMMUNICATING PASSWORDS

Ideally, the password (or password system) will be
communicated face to face, e.g., during the initial client
conference (which is when, if relevant, the discussion
whether to encrypt communications should take place).
It’s best to avoid using email, even a separately sent
email, to deliver a password that will be used for email
attachments. If a bad person has access to the email
with the attachment it’s likely he will have access to
other emails sent to the client. And once an email
containing the password exists you never know when
the client might forward or reply to the email.
Absolutely never include a password for an attachment
in the same email.

Other times clients email me with links to file
sharing sites that are absolutely not secure. In these
cases it’s very easy to get the document – it’s too easy.
I only have to click the link & I’ve got access to every
document the client has saved in a particular folder.
Anyone on the planet only has to click that link, and he
has access to every document in the target folder. It’s
the equivalent of unencrypted attachments, except that
every single email sending a link creates exposes every
document that’s ever been “delivered” (until the
documents are removed from the folder, which is the
recommended protocol). By contrast, if a bad actor
intercepts an email sending one unencrypted document,
he gets access to that one document only.

Texting a password is better than emailing because,
maybe, it prevents the password and the documents it
unlocks from residing on the same device, meaning a
bad actor would have to gain access to two devices in
order to unencrypt the documents. However, if the
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• Then do a “save-as” of the document to create a
new document to be scrubbed. For the new
document’s name maybe append “-Clean” to the
existing document’s name.

E. Metadata
It is surprisingly easy to eliminate all metadata from
a document. The three techniques discussed in the
Texas metadata ethics opinion (see part II.B above) are
the three techniques that work; I use two of the
techniques, conversion and scrubbing; however, my
clear preference is “conversion” to PDF because I
generally prefer to avoid sharing Word documents in
the first place. Also, conversion is the easiest of the
three techniques. Finally, unlike scrubbing, conversion
always preserves my Word document as-is, metadata
and all.

1.

• Using the new document, Select the File Tab
• Click the Check for Issues button (next to the
Prepare for Sharing text).
• Select Inspect Document.
The Document Inspector pop-up window will
open.
Be sure every box is checked, then
Click Inspect.

CONVERSION: WORD TO ADOBE PDF

• A second Document Inspector pop-up window
will open listing all the metadata found in the
document.
Click Remove All for each category you wish
to remove.
If you sending the document to a non-client
you’ll almost always want to remove
“Comments, Revisions, Versions, and
Annotations”.
You might as well remove “Document
Properties and Personal Information” as well
as every other category, with the possible
exception of “Headers, Footers and
Watermarks”.

The Create PDF feature in Word and Excel
effectively creates a duplicate of the document in
Adobe PDF format which almost always lacks all but
the most insignificant items of metadata. To convert a
Word document to Adobe PDF in Word 2010:
• Save the document.
• Select the Acrobat Tab.
• Click the Create PDF button in the Acrobat
Ribbon.
• Optionally change the file name in the “Save
Adobe PDF File As” pop-up window. (I prefer
to keep the default file name so I can always
know the Word document from which the PDF
was created.)

• After removing metadata you can click
Reinspect to confirm the document has been
sufficiently scrubbed.

• Click the Options button, the “Acrobat PDF
Maker Options” pop-up window will open.

3.

If you’re creating the PDF in order to remove
metadata, be sure you:
• Uncheck “Convert document information”.
• Uncheck “Convert Comments”.
• Click OK.
• Click Save.
Another method is to “print to PDF”, where the
“printer” specified is something like “Adobe PDF”, an
Adobe program (a printer driver) that makes a PDF
document from the original document.

2.

FAXING OR PRINTING

Once a year I need to deliver a Word or Excel
document by fax. When I do I first convert it to PDF
per the above. This is because I want to preserve a
digital copy of exactly what got faxed. Then I fax the
document as I’d fax any other.

SCRUBBING WORD (EXCEL) DOCUMENTS

The “Prepare for Sharing” feature in Word and
Excel will “scrub” a document’s metadata. To scrub a
Word document in Word 2010:
• Save the document to preserve it as-is.
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